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Relocation Consulting

• Gives clients the access to fundamental necessities for life in a new country. (Immigration services, housing, schooling, healthcare, insurance, accounting, etc.)
• Provides the client proper advice and orientation in a new living environment.
• Offers the right connections to bilingual and experienced business professionals.
Investment Development

- Provides access to invest in profitable business ventures that help obtain residency Visas.
- Works in conjunction with the EB-5 and E-2 program to facilitate immigration.
- Acts as a consultant to help choose what to investment in, and how to develop that into a successful business.
Current Projects

• City of Dallas Regional Center, EB-5 program.
• E-2 Investor Visa forums for clients coming from Veracruz, Mexico. (US/Mexico Chamber of Commerce.)
• OPPORTUNUS/Como en Casa: Business Executive program in San Antonio, Texas.
• Red Mango Frozen Yogurt Franchise Investment & Business Development.